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New York Times bestseller and Costa Book Award winner. Made up at the end of the first millennium, Beowulf is an elegiac narrative of the adventures of Beowulf, a Scandinavian hero who rescues the Danes from the seemingly invincible monster Grendel and later Grendel's mother. He then returns to his homeland and dies in an old age
in a live battle against the dragon. The poem is about meeting the monstrous, defeating it, and then has to live exhausted after it. The contours of this story, at once distant and uncannily familiar to the early twenty-first century Nobel laureate Seamus Heaney, finds resonance that invites the power of poetry deeply beneath its surface.
Drawn to what he has called the four square utterances of Beowulf and its immense emotional credibility, Heaney gives these epic qualities a new and convincing reality to a modern reader. Author J. R. R. Tolkien Beowulf: New verse translation First folio anglo-Saxon copy beowulf.AuthorAnonymous (Beowulf)TranslatorSeamus
HeaneyLanguageEnglish, Old EnglishSubjectOld English PoetryGenepic Published poetry 1999Let, Straus and GirouxW. W. Norton &amp; CompanyPages256ISBN978037411199 Beowulf: New Verse Translation (also known as Heaneywulf) is a verse translation of the Old English epic poem Beowulf in the modern English language by
Seamus Heaney. Translated throughout the late 1990s, it was published in 1999 by Farrar, Straus and Giroux and won this year's Whitbread Book of the Year award. It's dedicated to the poet and translator Ted Hughes. [1] Plot Main article: Beowulf Heorot, the mead-hall king of the Hroðgar of the Danes, is a nightly attack monster in
Grendel, killing the king's men while they sleep. Prince Beowulf of Geats comes to protect the heorot and defeat the monster Grendel, which he achieves by wounding the monster in an unarmed battle. Soon after, Grendel's mother must avenge her son, but Beowulf kills him too, this time using a sword to find among the treasure of the
mother's cavernous habitat. Beowulf returns to Geats and becomes their king, reigning for 50 years until the great dragon begins to terrorize his people. Octogenarian Beowulf tries to fight the new monster that he achieved, but at the cost of a fatal wound. When he lies dying, he declares Wiglaf his heir. The old king is buried with a
monument by the sea. Grendel reaches Heoroti: Beowulf 710–714 Old English verse Seamus Heaney verse Ðá cóm of móre under misthleoþum Rabades, through the mist bands Grendel gongan·     godes yrre bær·     Damn Grendel came greedy. mynte se mánscaða manna cynnes Men's race bane on, sumne besyrwan in sele þám
héan·     Hunting the harvest in the high hall. Background Seamus Heaney hoped that beowulf's translation would lead to a kind of sound antidote and a language anchor to remain on the Anglo-Saxon seabed. Heaney began his translation work while teaching at Harvard, but the lack of a connection to the source material caused him to
pause. The translation was restored when he understood the connections between the form and manner of the original poem and his own early poetic work, including how his early poems deviated from the usual English pentameter line and met the requirements of the Anglo-Saxon meters. [2] Admissions professor James S. Shapiro
noted that Heaney Beowulf is tuned to celebrate the poem heroic, as he is in his melancholy undertow[3] and Joan Acocella has compared Heaney's version with a posthumous translation of J. R. R. Tolkien, but distinguishes that Heaney focuses more on poetics rather than the details and rhythm of the original, creating a version of a
more suitable modern reader. [4] Links ^ Heaney, Seamus (1999). Beowulf: A new translation of the verse. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux. February 27, 2000 My Favorite Things, Part II. Movies2.nytimes. October 24, 2019 27 February 2000 My Favorite Things, Part II. Movies2.nytimes. October 24, 2019 2014 To Kill the Beasts:
Tolkien's Beowulf. The New Yorker. June 2014 socialist Socialist External Links Write Drafts by Beowulf with manuscript annotations from the British Library from Academia.edu uses cookies to personalize content, customize ads and improve the user experience. By using our website, you agree to our collection of information through the
use of cookies. For more information, see our Privacy Policy.× Writing in 1887 on a proposal to establish an Anglo-Saxon-based school of English in Oxford, the moral philosopher Thomas Case protested that the English school would grow up, nourishing our language not humanity, the Greeks and Romans, but the savage Goths and
Anglo-Saxons. We're going to turn the renaissance around. Not for the first time, the Oxford don was mistaken for his university's spiritual heart of humanity. A century later, a move from ancient English to Oxford provoked one apocalyptic-minded medieval to warn of the global demoralization that inevitably ensues. Far from barbarously
undermining liberal civilization, pre-modern literary studies at Oxford borrowed this new lease of life. What was needed, as the increasingly godless century wore, was a set of myths and archetypes that might remind us of neglected issues of good and evil, hierarchy and provide an alternative symbolic universe to a leveled technological
present. The result was the fiction of the Anglo-Saxon JRR Tolkien and the medieval CS Lewis, both of whom plundered the heroic resources of early literature to achieve modern ideological goals. The blend of whimsy, escapism, reaction, regression and erudition was basically Oxfordan.Anglo-Saxon, as Cambridge calls stuff, or Old
English, as Oxford prefers to label it (the choice of name is itself politically important), has long been the cockpit of ideological strife over national origins, pedigrees and continuitys. Seamus Heaney, for example, refers casually to Beowulf's English, as if there was some uninterrupted niit in the speech from Hrothgar to the idiom of William
Hague. Oxford's dilemma was that you needed a fiologically based English school, if you had something important to explore, it would be considered a sign of a kosher academic theme; but because much of the influential work in this area was German, it also meant throwing his hand at a bunch of Teutonic barbarians, who come in 1914,
were marauding at the gate in more than just intellectual terms. Oxford English professor Sir Walter Ralegh, a fine flash of humanism to which he was devoted, noted that he should be up to a team of 100 professors and challenge 100 Boche professors. Their death would benefit the human race. It turned out that only oxford professors
were given the dignity of the capital. But it helped Boche learn that you came from an ancient racist bluff, with mank vowels and a handy way to sword, and it gave the Anglo-Saxons a late boost in their most dangerous historical hour. Perhaps some Germans' own incompetence can be hijacked by the fight against their rule. Not long later,
by the time the English school of Cambridge was up and running, this view of English and English had evolved into a full-dress cultural ideology at the hands of FR Leavis and his collaborators. Unlike Oxford, Cambridge had tried to solve the Problem of Anglo-Saxon by combining it with english in a separate faculty. Spiritually, however,
what would ultimately be known as Cambridge's English adopted just the opposite strategy, boldly transformed the essence of English and literature into vaguely Anglo-Saxon. If the subject itself was academically separated, its colonizing spirit was everywhere obvious. Authentic English was gnarled, racy, muscular, robust, richly refined
and specifically realized, and the literary canon would be drastically reconstructed with one continuous laying bare its nerve and tendons. In the process, poetry, that most cissy of all activities, would be the right of re-readmission of male species. Unlike the brain, anemia language like French, English words were lucky enough to frantically
enforce their meanings, so that the archetypal English poem sounded rather like a rumbling bag of potatoes being emptied. Even the thinner blade couldn't slip between the signifier and the signed. What Freud had seen as a characteristic sign of schizophrenia - the confusion between words and things - was raised as a sign of ethnicity.
For this quasi-sacrament poetics Ou sont les neiges d'antan? faintly hinted at something, while mossy cottages were a matter of true presence. Once again, in the long history of English nationalism, English was all that abstract, frivolous, revolutionary French were not. There are both geographical and theological poetics. Roughly
speaking, the closer you approach the Arctic Circle, the more authentic your language grows. The northern poems - from Beowulf and Ted Hughes's Hawk to the rain to Seamus Heaney's death as a naturalist - are craggy and brawl, while the south is more curvy and deliquescent. The Northern Irish poet Tom Paulin, with his penchant for
words that sound like squelching a leaky boot, raises this teaching to the point of self-parody. In poetry like Heaney's, you can hear the pluck and sluggish rhymes as the signs click down tightly in his reference, while Donald Davie's words stand chaster away from his meanings. This, needless to say, is linguistic. Basil Bunting's words are
no closer to his material objects than Thomas Hardy's, because all that first came from the northeast and the last from the southwest. The relationship between language and the world is not spatial, which is more than the relationship between a shovel and digging with it. The marked significance of a poet like Heaney is really a matter of
language, a psychological, not an ontological thing, a matter of engagement rather than incarnation. The density of his discourse does not embody the material process, as we post-Romantics have a tendency to think; it's just that one phenomenon brings another to mind. Poetry is a kind of trick in which awareness of the textures of
characters puts us in mind for the textures of real things. But the relationship between the two is still rather more arbitrary than any other language; it's just that some poetry trying to be iconic in that relationship, to make it seem somehow inevitable. This - what Paul de Man called the language phenomenal - is a sign of ideology, and it is
ironic that poets should usually consider themselves an antidote to ideologues, giving us feeling and peak rather than delusions. It's hard to imagine that de Man is bedside reading theory-allergic Heaney.Words may not be things, but a poet, like a little kid his first sounds are the one who invests them as they were. Thus, there is
something regressively infantile as well as frighteningly mature about poetry, rather the grandeur of the imagination is embarrassingly close to libidinal fantasy. Is the language transporting the writer to the heart of reality, or does the stuff replace that reality as a child of Plasticine? How can the erotic oral music of a alkaline toddler
somehow become cognitive? When a poem saves the value of words from their faded exchange value, it becomes an organic society in itself. It is not surprising, therefore, that the English language version of Cambridge should go hand in hand with nostalgia for an unconslerated community where the items were not yet in a degraded
state of goods. Thus, perhaps rural-born Heaney's fondness for Beowulf's flare helmets and four-square, honest-to-goodness idiom, its Ulster-like bluffness and blood-spattered benches. He likes the poem's blend of frankness, ornateness and duty, surprisingly for the Ulsterman, who has been given a verbal ale and is notoriously elusive
in some of his opinions. He's also interested in how it hovers somewhere between the formulaic oral tradition and self-aware art, a metaphor for its in-betweenness as an intellectual sprung by ordinary people. In terms of Irish stereotypes, Beowulf seems gaelic rather than a Celtic work of art - canny, virile and earth-bound, rather than
dreamy, spiritual and volut. Heaney apparently began translating the piece while he was first exposed to an unmoored speech of contemporary American poetry, and saw it as a sort of phonetic antidote to that verse - a way of ensuring, as he puts it, his extravagant figurative prose, that my language anchor would remain presented on the
Anglo-Saxon sea floor. But it would be more accurate to see the materialist, melancholic Beowulf as an extraordinary fusion of both registers, which brings us closer to the source of his fascination with our leading English-language poet. Heaney's writings, citizen and gossip ers have always logged it out, and this excellent translation is no
exception. There are some besieged centers of human culture, ceremony and solidarity between beowulf's devastated moors and swamps - the illuminated halls of the lords that can hold on to the invading darkness. Torn between light and darkness, between air and earth, Heaney himself is enlightened by a cosmopolitan liberal born in
Ulster whose allegiance is somewhat kultic, parochial, pre-modern. Unlike most liberal intellectuals, however, he is aware that the tug of roots and social loyalty cannot be quickly abandoned because of the surplus of historical baggage. Nevertheless, his work has been a ferocious tension between the elementary and the educated. He is
fascinated by the bleak marine lifes of Norsemen, further seduced by the soft Hellenistic warmth of southern Europe. There is a similar tension between Derry's nationalist culturally alien literary London, and Heaney, who can sometimes sound, politically speaking, as he might have raised in Dorking.Beowulf, a poem so subtle and savage,
is therefore the obvious goal of his talents, which is in any case so terrifying that he needs a big-time author (Sophocles, Virgil Dante, who gives him a run for his money. In his introduction, a typical piece of lushly over-fanciful Heaneyspeak, he writes a poem with his wedge deeply laid element of feeling while the mind's spectacle sways
metrically and far-sightedly element of pure understanding - that is, the rise of Beowulf is always paradoxically, floating down-to-earth. The dragon text he sees, with both the establishment and the lambency of him, at once layer the earth and the streamer in the air. In short, this great sled beast is none other than a certain Nobel Prize-
winning Irish poet who has spent his entire life trying to reconcile the lands of local ties with the air of freedom, the storage room of Athens founded by Armagh. But Beowulf allows him to relish a more precise kind of resolution because it accommodates conflicting realities, pagan and Christian, in one order. It is written by a Christian poet
about the pre-Christian past of his people and thus combines historical detachment and imaginative inward. Like Heaney and Northern Ireland, Beowulf's poet metaphorically connives their tribe's decorators while being spiritually out of common with them, keeping their people critically at arm's length. If he's a bit of a historical revisionist,
hiding his ancestors in their barbaric ways, he's also one of the gang. Like Northern Ireland, this is a community that has been caught up in a cycle of violence linked to the codes of honour and loyalty that trafficked through his death; but as a poem written near the millennium, it also has a broader political resonance. The world is passing
by, Heaney writes, these bickering Danes, Swedes and others are massing at the border to attack and there is no master or hero rally defence. The poem, like the millennium, closes with sombre foreboding. The earth and the air were equally complicit in the origin of this translation. As a Catholic nationalist student in Belfast, Heaney
informs us, he felt the withdrawal from his native language, until the tentacular roots of certain words, the complex crossings of Irish and Scottish Gaelic Uisce and English whiskey (extra Heaney's spell of the word Hiberno-English style) made him imagine a sort of riverrun of Finnegans Wakespeak pouring out of a chipped rock with some
prepolitical, prelapsarian, his-philological Big Rock Candy Mountain. It's usually a brash, subtle Heaney trophy, but one rather slippery than he suspects. This epiphanic moment hoists it from the ground to air, out of his grumpy politico-linguistic resentment into sweetening awareness of verbal hybridity. The polarity of Irish and English,
Celtic and German has momentarily collapsed, which Heaney, borrowing from his poetic compatriot John Montague, describes as escaping from shared intellect into a larger, spirited, sectarian state of mind. It seems a pity to sour this eirenic liberal pluralism. But shared intellect in Ireland is not really what sees Irish and British culture as
rigidly adversarial. On the contrary, it's one that sees them intimately intertwined. It is liberal unionism, not nationalism, which is the unity of Irish and British culture, in order to rationalise British rule on the island. Cultural hybridism is here at the service of political division. Heaney would rather not usually notice this, intent because he has
his own spiritual release. Nonetheless, it was a revelation that forced him to see Beowulf as part of his voice-right and admits, as a politically exhausted late-adolescent, that he was born into his tongue and his ban was born into him. The translation of the poem is therefore the final, triumphant conversion of his cultural recognition. Just as
this most authentic artwork is also deeply alien - we don't know who wrote it, or exactly when or where - so Heaney's own idiom can be seen as askew metropolitan English and somehow closer to bone language. Much the same goes for the poet who, so he tells us, first formed his ear, Gerard Manley Hopkins.The erstwhile outsider, you
have now positioned himself boldly fons to origo, arguing the language as always-from its beginning. It's hard to know how Beowulf is the origins of Arthur Hugh Clough or Simon Armitage, but in any case Heaney has dug down his pen in the first layer of language and uped his birthright. As Harold Bloom might say less, the late successor
has now installed himself as the founding patriarch. It could be argued that Heaney's anxious need to justify this move is a sign of the cultural colonisation he is trying to overcome. But after reversing his cultural take-away, he turns back. By searching the pitch or allowing a note of work, he finds it compelling, great pronounced saying for
some family relatives. Having been knocked out of Ulster ground, he now has the confidence to take it down. The result is a wonderfully strong, intricate re-find that betrays the author's poetic dabs less in his earthiness than in his airiness. It's canny colloquiumism (in fine tide, under a cloud, blather, big story, gave as good as I got) that is
most Heaneyesque, not the smell of soil. If the harsh theme is redolent in the North, the treatment has a slight touch of insouciance in a newer collection like seeing things. This poet is so famously in command that he can risk threadbare, throwaway, matter-of-fact phrases like not being of little importance or the best part of the day. He
has a casual way to alliterative pattern the original, which helps strip your craft of portentous self-consciousness and releases its syntax to move more nimbly. Lines like He's tattered and hooped and hirpling in pain, limping and looped with what a young Heaney might have written seriously, is a really ironic postmodern quote, a self-
parody hint of a racket an entire poem can do if you relate yourself too grimly to your form. The epic poem, as Marx once pointed out, requires the historical conditions on which the steam engine and telegraph are paid. Mechanically reproduced goods have lost an aura of ancient objects, as the self-aware fictions of modernity have lost
what Heaney calls a hand-built, rock-sure feel to a poem like this. But the modern objects, which are characterized by Georg Lukacs in Charles Bovary's extraordinarily convoluted, visually indescribable hat, are also shed, which seems to us un alienated from the transfer material of things in Beowulf that exist with more narrative elements
than literary puzzles. In any case, we no longer believe in heroism or that the world itself is shaped by the story, and we ask for a phenomenal inward-looking inwardness of literature, which is a rather recent historical vintage. All this is a signal of adversity for Seamus Heaney, an artist so exquisitely talented and imaginatively voluminous
that only a work of such a mighty scale would match his abilities. • To read more online essays in the current edition of the London Review of Books visit LRB. An extensive online archive of essays from previous publications includes John Lanchester of Rise of Microsoft, Andrew O'Hagan on Truman Capote, Alan Bennett's Diary, and
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